
LÉSVOS 7. - 14. SEPTEMBER           

In the morning this pensioner is sitting fishing. The cats are ready when the shop lady is opening the shop.

The first thing she does after hving unlocked, is to feed the 
cats.

Here she is calling for the others.

All of them gets food, and day and night a big bowl of 
water is standing outside the shop.

The pensionar is still fishing. He gives the fish to the cats, 
so they get fresh fish as well.



Further away another has put up a sign. He has also put a box there, such that those who want can 
give a donation for the cat welfare.

There is empty at the cafes after the breakfast. Today we are going to the neighbor town, Petra.

We goes past the quay where the tourist boats are laying 
to. The restaurants here are also empty.

A fisherman is putting the nets on land after the nights job.



Today we take another picture of the terraces, which are 
protruding far outside the walls.

This is the main street up in the old town.

At the bus stop, waiting for the bus to Petra. Sitting on the bus, driving along the coast towards Petra.

In Petra. The baker is advertising for his products. Fresh bread.

http://lesvos.bradager.net/lesvos2.html
http://www.petratours-lesvos.com/petra.htm


On a 30 m high cliff in the middle of the town is church, 
Glykfylousa Panagia.

The first church was built in 1609. The present one is from 
1747.

To get to the church we went past this gnarled tree.

There is a cat here too.

The church seen from various angles.



There are 114 steps up to the church. 
The steps are  cut into the stone.

This is the settlement below the church.

Just below the church. A couple of canons. 

The beach in Petra. Back in Molyvos. On our way up into the old town to go 
to fort.



The streets in the old town are pretty shady, with branches 
growing across the streets.

We are early, and the shops are opening for the day.

There is already other tourists out. The streets are not designed for car traffic.

Almost up. Here we are starting to be a wide view. 
Looking south.

Looking down to harbor.



Nice tree. Inside the fortification.

This is the gate we went through. The fort was probably 
built in the middle of the 1200s.

The path further in.

Lot of stones. Anne Berit is ready to move on.





Anne Berit is keeping the fortress in its right place.



A bit of the walls seen from outside. On our way down again to the old town, after having been 
up on the fort, we met this guy who sold vegetables.

He got a sale too. The local cafe.

The main street further down. Now we needed refreshments.



Still another view towards the harbor. View up to the old town.

Still another picture of the houses that are built out over 
the the edge of the walls.

Nice decorated terrace.

The tourist office. 
We wanted to ask if there were apartments for long term 

rent and had internet connection.

Still another cat.



Kjell has taken over the cat. It turned out that there existed only two apartments with 
internet. Both of them was owned by she who ran the 

tourist office.
Here we are about to have a look on the apartments.

We had to drive on the backside of the fort and park on the 
top. Then we had to walk a bit down in the town.

The entrance.

The apartment is lying right beside this church. Right below lies this church.



Almost down to the harbor again.

Here we are going to have dinner and Kjell has found a new cat.

To trawlers has laid to quay. Evening picture from the restaurant area in the harbor.



The restaurant outside the hotel. She who is feeding the cats is sitting here too.

Here we have taken a picture from the balcony in the 
hotel room.

At the end a couple of pictures of the fortification


